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Interesting comments to the 25th June post (which was not named Part 1 because I hadn't
planned on a Part 2) but some misconceptions also. I believe a follow-up with The Committee is
in order.
Q:
What is or are the difference(s) between manifestation of a physical object and the
manifestation of an event, occurrence or a condition?
C:
Everything and nothing.
Q:
Let's start with the everything part; what are the differences? The word means hand and
held.
C:
The base meaning is a physical thing. To manifest means make appear, to have
physical presence. The manifestation of events is quite different, which as you all understand
already, are events and actions, movement. Not simply static objects.
Q:
There seems to be a lot of interest in making things appear, obviously some of value.
Why can't everyone do it?
C:
The vast majority of humans will try to manifest things about which they know and
understand but do not have or possess. These things are already in existence, which is the
manner by which the would-be manifestor came to know of them. Manifesting from thick or
thin air is not necessary, because the thing the person wants already exists. The person is not
manifesting, s/he is seeking a shortcut.
Q:
You are referring to perceived scarcity of goods.
C:
Yes, which is always an illusion. For anything a human wants, scarcity can be
eliminated because all things a human might wish to possess, own or have, exist on Earth
already. This is how the human knows thus wants any such thing.
Q:
What about having a relatively scarce object?
C:
If humans can make enough items to create knowledge of awareness, humans can
make one for every human alive. This will never happen, because no matter the object, a
percentage of people would not want them in any circumstance, situation or setting. If many
more are manufactured, the value plummets, either emotional, utilitarian or money value.
Q:
Is this why we can manifest anything we want in Heaven but on Earth we generally
cannot?
C:
Yes.
Q:
What about making conditions (a good job) or events (Trump loses/wins the election)
happen?
C:
This process is similar to the creation of a physical object. The events desired already
happen in the way the manifestor wants, and s/he wishes to replicate it. Again, it is a
shortcut. If you wish to prevent a candidate from being elected to office, the several and

often many ways to achieve that, can be planned and carried out. Many parts involving many
souls can be included; the ability of a manifestor to seize control of and dominate another
person is limited or sometimes blocked.
Q:
C:

Thank you, and I expect we’ll have some questions.
Our honor to reply, be well, one and all.

